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1.1. Water - Element of life
‘The origin of all matter is water’, the Greek philosopher Thales of
Miletus stated 600 BC. Water is a substance composed of the chemical
elements hydrogen and oxygen. Existing in gaseous, liquid and solid
states, it is vital to life, participating in virtually every process that occurs
in plants and animals. [1]
Scientifically, it is believed that liquid water is prerequisite
to life, and we know with certainty that the first life forms flou-

[1] Lanz, Klaus: The Greenpeace
Book of Water, Cameron Books
and Greenpeace Communications,
1995

rished in the oceans. So indeed, water is a primordial substance.
Every living cell contains water. For example, the human embryo
develops in amniotic fluid. In addition, more than 70 percent of the
earth is covered with water. Furthermore, 55 to 60 percent of our human
body consists of water. We are dependent on water. Water gives fertility,
water is life. If mishandled, water can become a threat. What we experience concerning life and death, seasons and natural powers help shape
our religious conceptions. That creates a relationship between humans
and water, in which we see water as a source of life, as a purifying and
healing element, but also fear its destructive power.
The Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875) wrote his
fairy tale ‘Vanddrabben’ (The Water Drop) in 1848, which might be the
first poetic description of the microbial universe [compare appendix]. It
describes the life inside a drop of water and shows very nicely that looking at details is always worth a lot, although it is ‘just’ a drop of puddle
water. Andersen illustrates, how life giving and important every little
drop of water is. He emphasizes, that a water drop is a habitat for many
organisms, which we do not see. Even though we do not see them, they
are there.

1.2. Water is precious
Creatures develop in the water. Till today many plant and animal species
live constantly in water. But also for all organisms living on land , we find

Job 14:19
As water wears away stones, and

that water is an indispensable source of life. Also we humans consist of

torrents wash away the soil, so

water, without regular water supply we would die after a few days.

you destroy man‘s hope.
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There is a scarcity of water in many countries in this world. However,
nearly everybody in Germany or the United States of America lives in
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Isa 41:17
The oppressed and the poor look
for water, but there is none; their

luxury and cares less about problems with water in other nations. How

tongues are parched from thirst.

important is water in our daily lives? We only realize when we don’t have

I, the Lord, will respond to their

it. Without water, our survival is not assured.
Through working with young people and children in the environmental organization ‘Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Bayern e.V.’ for many
years, I realized that even people who have a healthy ecological awareness often do not know how to take care of one of our most important
resources, water.
On a visit to Kenya I became more familiar with some of the problems
that come with water shortages: little girls walking long distances in
order to take home some water; children having diseases, due to contaminated river water used for consumption drinking and domestic purpose; water shortages during dry seasons and floods during rain seasons.
I was moved to see how tough it is for people in Kenya to obtain their
basic water needs, while hardly anyone in Germany faces water scarcity
at all.
However, in the area of my hometown there are serious water problems. Rivers and lakes are being contaminated with pesticides like atracin. With the group of young people I was leading in the environmental
organization, we investigated rivers and creeks. This way, the children
got to see how important it is to care for their environment and especially their water.

prayers; I, the God of Israel, will
not abandon them.
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2.1. Water as a resource
More than two thirds of our planet is covered with water; land covers
only 29.2 percent of the earth’s surface.

Water supplies of the earth, from Bergstedt,
Christel Dr. (Ed.): Naturwissenschaften – Wasser, Volk
und Wissen Verlag GmbH & Co., Berlin, 2001

The biggest part of the water is sea water with a salinity of approximately 3.5 percent. From the entire water supply of the earth, only 2.4
percent is fresh water. The predominant source of the fresh water can
be found in the ice of the pole caps and glaciers. The rest is distributed
among ground water, water in lakes and rivers, water in the upper soil
layers, in the atmosphere and in the biomass. For drinking water abstraction only 10 percent of the fresh water supplies are available.

Water in different shapes
In nature, water occurs in all three condition forms or aggregate conditions: firm, liquid and gaseous. With our sensory organs we can feel a
set of characteristics of water. It is liquid, colorless, odorless, tasteless,
warm or cold; we can hear it splash.
We deal with water every day. Water is a material, which is omnipresent. We drink water and prepare our food with it. Water, thus, counts as
nourishment. Water is also used as cleaning agent and as cure. In nature
we face it in brooks, rivers, streams and lakes, or in the form of clouds,
rain, mist and dew. It is habitat for plants and animals.
The development process of a country is always connected with water
or dependent upon water. Water is used as a means of transportation.
In the industry it is used diversely, e.g. for energy production and as
cooling agent. In agriculture water serves for irrigation. Many humans
use water for recovery and leisure activities.

I. Water - Value of water
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2.2. Dangers and problems

Cartoon
from Koordination Südliches Afrika and Welthaus
Bielefeld e.V.(Ed.): Wasser – ein globales Gut?,
Vier Unterrichtseinheiten für Sek. I/II, Bielefeld, 2004

Geographically, water is distributed unjustly throughout the world.
There are regions, where people experience a lot of rain, thus, the regions have enough water during wet seasons, but also experience dry and
hot summers.
The global water crisis appears differently throughout the world: in
the Sahel, continuing droughts and desertification take place; in the
Middle East, there are constant disputes about sources and water allocation; in Bangladesh, flood disasters accumulate; in the Midwest, the
ground water falls and in Central Europe toxic substances are found in
sources and in ground water.
These problems have different causes: The climate change with or without the influence of the anthropogenic greenhouse effect; the increase
of the water consumption through industrialization; a rising population;
forest clearance in the mountain areas or intensive irrigation agriculture
without sufficient groundwater regeneration; and cultivation methods
with the help of chemicals within ‘modern’ agriculture.
In many regions, several of these problems occur at the same time
and in mutual dependence. Therefore, symptoms of the global water crisis enhance or inhibit themselves. The result is, that complex problem
situations are not easily clarified in their relation of cause and effect.
With more people living on the planet, we leave traces in the ecological system. As we know about the rising population and the devastating
consequences of our previous interventions into the ecological system,
we have to minimize these interventions and to try to repair the damages we caused earlier. This applies in particular to the water supplies of
the earth.

I. Water - Value of water
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2.3. Human handling with the resource water
Problems for the water and, therefore, primarily for the people, animals
and plants, result from their usage and do not just affect the direct
contamination of water. Through the global expansion of western
conceptions with handling the basics in which life depend, their excessive
use and their abuse the management of the water by humans worldwide
became a serious threat of the entire hydrologic cycle and, thus, life.
In Germany, the average drinking water consumption for each person
a day is around 140 litres (36.96 US gallons). We use water, which is so
clean that we could drink it, but for cooking and drinking we use only
three liters (0.80 gallons). 46 liters (12.14 gallons) of drinking water are
being flushed down in the toilet, 52 liters (13.73 gallons) of drinking
water are used for bathing and showering. For washing and cleaning
another 26 liters (6.86 gallons) of drinking water are used. Even though
the water consumption in Germany has been reduced, Germans still use
six times as much water as an Indian and 14 times more than a person
in Somalia. That means a Somalian has only 10 liters of water a day.
US-Americans even use a lot more than 400 liters (105.6 gallons) of
water a day. Also, most of the water is being used for flushing toilets and
cleaning cars. [1, 2, 3] At present, humans use so much water that the

[1]

Bischöfliches

Hilfswerk

available quantity of water worldwide per person decreased by about

Misereor

one-third since 1970. [2]

– eine globale Herausforderung,

e.V.

(Ed.):

Wasser

Misereor Medienproduktion und
Vertriebsgesellschaft,

Aachen,

1996

2.4. Pollution and contamination
Diseases can depend directly or indirectly on water or on contamination

[2] Koordination Südliches Afrika
and Welthaus Bielefeld e.V.(Ed.):

of water. It is important to differentiate between infectious illnesses and

Wasser – ein globales Gut?, Vier

such, which are caused by chemical components.

Unterrichtseinheiten für Sek. I/II,

According to Unicef, every 15 seconds a child dies of a disease caused

Bielefeld, 2004

by dirty water. That is more than two million children a year. [1] About

[3] Koenigs, Tom (Ed.): Das

1.1 million people do not have safe access to clean drinking water and

Wasserspar-Buch, Falken Verlag,

about 2.4 billions of people are not connected to adequate sanitary
sewage systems. [2] Around 25,000 people daily die of infections, which
are caused by contaminated drinking water. [1]

Niedernhausen/Ts., 1998

I. Water - Value of water
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In more than 80 countries, with 40 percent of the world population
living in them, there are serious problems with limited or health-endangering drinking water. Around 80 percent of all diseases in theses countries are caused by ‘drinking water’. [1]
One billion people, among them 4.6 million children under five years,

[1]

Bischöfliches

Misereor

e.V.

(Ed.):

Hilfswerk
Wasser

– eine globale Herausforderung,

suffer from heavy diarrhea diseases. 50 million Africans are threatened

Misereor Medienproduktion und

by river blindness. 200 million people suffer from bilharzias. [1]

Vertriebsgesellschaft,

In southern countries, especially in the developing countries, most
people are dependent on surface water. If this is dirty, health endangerments are the consequence. Bacteria are in the water and can cause an
illness after drinking contaminated water. Contaminated drinking water
is responsible for diarrhea, typhus and cholera.
Within diseases concerning the individual and domestic hygiene,
which can also be influenced through adequate availability, the quantity
of water plays a bigger role than the quality. Studies have proven, that
diarrhea was reduced through greater water availability and the proper
usage of water. But not just through the improvements in quality of
drinking water. [1] Lacking personal hygiene has an important function
within skin and eye illnesses, such as bacterial skin infections, scabies
and eye infections like trachoma. These diseases can be minimized with
an enhanced supply of washing water. But also for diseases that are
transferred through mites and lice, like epidemic typhus and recurrent
fever, hygiene is extremely important.
Another group of diseases associated with water are parasitic diseases
like bilharzias, the guinea-worm and river blindness. Triggers are parasites that need a living creature in the water as an alternate host and then
infect the human being through the skin or consumption.
Open waters can also cause human diseases like malaria and amoebic dysentery, if they serve as a breeding place for insects that transfer
diseases or are alternate hosts.
Also, chemical substances like pesticides cause many disadvantages.
Complete populations of birds, living near and from the water, die.
Behavioral anomalies within the breeding-care, or a low survival rate of
squabs can be discovered. Animals living in the water, e.g. fish, develop

1996

Aachen,
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diseases, changes of behaviour and deficiency syndromes.
The large number of toxic chemicals can also endanger human health,
especially, when we eat animals that stand on the end of the food chain
and, therefore, contain the most toxins.
The requirements for a healthy life are, therefore, clean drinking water
and a functioning sanitary supply. Hygienic awareness is important to
prevent transmission of diseases.

2.5. Disturbance of the ecological system water
Flooding and heavy rainfalls have different causes. Water is always

The water demand is rising twice
as fast as the world population.

menacing if it meets maladjusted systems. Maladjusted agriculture or
building, soil sealing, deforestation of woods that served as reservoirs
before, all these factors contribute to the fact that fruitful country is
destroyed and being washed away. Crops and humans are destroyed,
as well as animals.
Climate change also plays a major role in flooding and heavy rainfalls.
Because of warming, the wind currents increase and clouding and rainfalls change. Weather extremes like longer droughts and heavier rainfall
take place.
The rich countries in the north produce more than half of the greenhouse gases, even though only a fifth of the world population lives
there. Because North America and Europe contribute essentially to the
so-called greenhouse effect through consumption of energy, including

Greenhouse effect and water
shortage

inevitably

lead

to

salinization of the earth – every
day, deserts spread more than
20,000 hectares/49,400 acres. [1]

traffic, we are indirectly responsible for weather extremes and flooding
that occur more frequently as a consequence of global warming.

[1]

Bischöfliches

Misereor

e.V.

(Ed.):

Hilfswerk
Wasser

Through industrial production, worldwide trade with the transportation

– eine globale Herausforderung,

of goods, consumption and individial transportation, too much fossil

Misereor Medienproduktion und

fuel is burned, which results in the increase of the air temperature. That
is the consequence of greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide and chlorofluorocarbon that are released into the atmosphere.
With an increasing air temperature, many dangers are connected: the
sea level rises, natural disasters like storms and floods increase, large

Vertriebsgesellschaft,
1996

Aachen,
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land areas fall and many islands become submerged. One third of the
cultivable area on earth is threatened by desertification. During the last
few hundred years, the Sahara expanded 650,000 square kilometres to
the south and ‘took’ fertile dry savannahs and steppe areas. Therefore,
the dry savannahs move to the south, too, and push away the wet
savannahs. Areas that have been covered with tropical jungle 50 years
ago are now savannahs and steppe. At present, 100,000 square kilometres of fertile soil are being reduced in their quality or destroyed every
year. This happens through overgrazing, depletion, deforestation and
maladjusted, ecologically damaging land use.
The soil destruction is not a consequence of droughts or climate
changes or the rainfall. This ecological catastrophe is being caused by
humans and their animals. During the last 30 years the population has
been doubled and also the livestock.
The ground water supplies do not diminish because there is less rain,
but are rather depleted by humans and livestock. Because of soil incrustation, decreasing vegetation and soil destruction, rainwater flows
off too fast, so it is not able to reach the ground water. These streams
that are rapid for a short time destroy even more land and, therefore, a
vicious circle.

2.6. Trading water
Many goods can only be produced if to a large extent water was spent
before on their production. Take, for example, 1 kg (2.2 lb.) of wheat: it
contains 1,200 liters (316.8 gallons) of water. That much water is needed
for the wheat to grow and develop. The country which exports the wheat
also exports invisibly that amount of water.The other way round, the country which imports the wheat, saves the water that was needed in order to
grow the wheat. Therefore, this country can save its own water supplies.
When we see a car, we do not think of water. But to produce a car,
it takes 50 times its weight in water. To produce one kilo (2.2 pound) of

[1] Koordination Südliches Afrika
and Welthaus Bielefeld e.V.(Ed.):
Wasser – ein globales Gut?, Vier

meat for hamburger or steaks, 20,500 liters (5,412 gallon) of water are

Unterrichtseinheiten für Sek. I/II,

needed. [1]

Bielefeld, 2004
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Chart on water effort for food [1]

[1] Koordination Südliches Afrika
and Welthaus Bielefeld e.V.(Ed.):

The Top Ten countries that exported the most virtual water between
1995 and 1999 are the USA, Canada, Thailand, Argentina, India, Australia,

Wasser – ein globales Gut?, Vier
Unterrichtseinheiten für Sek. I/II,
Bielefeld, 2004

Vietnam, France, Guatemala and Brazil.
The countries that imported the most virtual water during the same
time are Sri Lanka, Japan, the Netherlands, the Republic of Korea, China,
Indonesia, Spain, Egypt, Germany and Italy. [1]

2.7. Saving water
Even in Germany, there are some places with shortages in water supply
during hot summers. The extensive removal of water from the
ground water in some regions has already led to drainage and stress for
flora and fauna.
Saving water makes the building of extensive pipelines for water
supply redundant. Saving water reminds us of the fact that for many
people in the world water is a resource with limited availability.
Therefore, saving water means thinking global and ecological. A more
efficient use of water through recycling, reutilization and economization
for agriculture, industry and private households is very important.
With the resource of water, we need to watch out for a just distribution of water. Mono cropping very often takes away 50 per cent of the
water, even if it covers only 10 per cent of the area under cultivation. The
slums of the big cities often do not have a regulated water supply. The
bare drinking water is delivered in tankers, while the residents of ‘nicer’
quarters have enough water to water their gardens and clean their cars
and even fill their swimming pools.
Industrial firms should not misuse water as a means of transportation
for industrial waste and waste heat. Persistent substances can not be

If the river dies, the people die.
(Brazilian saying)

I. Water - Value of water

directed to rivers. Pollutants must diminish themselves fast enough in
a natural way that no ecological damage can develop. Ground water
should only be used if it can renew itself within one generation, which is
about 30 years. We need to find ways for a regional water supply. A new
water awareness, therefore, is a condition.
We have to be aware that water is the origin of all life. Without water,
there are no animals, plants or humans. Without water we die of hunger.
Water is not exchangeable. Water is our most important nourishment.
Polluting water is a unethical.
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I. Water - Results

3.1. Increase of environmental awareness
If we want future generations to live in a healthy environment, we are
forced to make changes in the water sector, especially in reducing waste
and sewage, in waste and sewage conditioning, as well as in an efficient
use of water. We need to learn that although there is a lot of water on our
planet, it is not arbitrarily available. We have to handle the resource water
responsibly and economically, in the north as well as in the south. If we
save water in the industrialized countries, and if we avoid waste water,
as well as reusing industrial water, we could have a functioning model
for the so-called developing countries. Concepts on protecting and
saving water, which we compile together with our partners in the
southern countries, could become important for the industrialized and
developing countries.
Access to clean water is a human right. In Europe we have, apart from
droughts in summer in the south of the continent, still enough water to
supply people, animals and plans adequately. But in which quality and
for how long?
In European environmental politics, water protection is a topic that is
not taken care of. Water politics should be thought of, because water is
life. To make a change here, it is very important to increase environmental awareness, not only among adults, but especially among children, as
they are the future.

3.2. Project for children
In my opinion, it is very important to show children what is done to the
environment and how it can be changed. Mostly, children are not aware
of the fact that not everybody on our planet has enough water. It is our
duty to make them aware of what is happening around them.
Also, what we learned when we were young is still in our heads and
affects us and our daily actions for the rest of our lives. So children need
to be educated well at a young age, in order to grow up to be responsible personalities. As they are always curious about new things, it is easy
to teach them a responsible behaviour and an ecological awareness.
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1.1. Target group
The target group of my project is children aged five to twelve, who live
in industrial countries like Germany and the USA, where there is rarely
a water shortage. Their requirements are very high - despite their age.
Compared to kids of their age who grow up in newly industrializing
economies or developing countries, the target group lives in luxury and
do not lack in basic needs. Children in the target group have a healthy
curiosity and like to learn new things, whether it is in pre-school, school
or during their free time.
With the help of my animation kids are being motivated to think
about the topic of water and its problems and also to communicate
it to parents, grandparents and friends. The aim is to show the target
group that water is a precious property. The topic is being approached
playfully and well comprehensibly. The children are led through the
different problems with the help of two characters, who are appropriate
for children.

1.2. Children and animation
Children can learn learn and adapt things seen on TV or films very
easily. The Canadian Paediatric Society [2] states that especially TV can

[2] Canadian Paediatric Society:

be a powerful teacher. They mention the TV series ‘Sesame Street’ as

Impact of Media Use on Children

an example of how toddlers can learn valuable lessons about racial

and Youth, Postition Statement, PP
2003 - 01, from: Paediatric Child

harmony, cooperation, kindness, simple arithmetic and the alphabet

Health, Vol. 9, No. 5, May/June

through an educational television format. According to the Canadian

2003, found online on www.cps.ca

Paediatric Society, educational videos can certainly serve as powerful
prosocial teaching devices. That means, TV shows, as well as movies,
videos and other films, can improve the reading and learning skills of
[3] David A. Walsh, PhD, and

its viewers.

Douglas A. Gentile, PhD: A

Films appropriate for children must be free of violence. Additionally,
films should not be too frightening, scary or confusing, which means
that they should not involve death, violence or monsters and no blood
at all. [3]
To

not

Validity Test of Movie, Television,
and

Video-Game

viewers,

the

characters

of

the

animation

in

PEDIATRICS, Vol. 107, No. 6,
June 2001, American Academy of
Pediatrics

scare

Ratings,
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should be nice, smiling, round and cute. Their faces and the
way

they

should

be

act

could

colourful.

be

anthropomorphized. The

Additionally,

there

should

surrounding
not

be

any

sexual content or use of tobacco, alcohol or any other drugs.
Also, the story should not be too complex, but easy to understand.
The language should be appropriate, which means that it should not
contain any strong language.
The charme of puppet animation is, that the viewer can see that it is
handmade. Especially for kids the haptic makes the special attraction.
Material they know from a different context lets them play with their
imagination. The entertaining and informative format will help raise
children’s awareness of nature, environment and water.

1.3. Existent work
In bookstores many children’s books with the topic of water can be
found. However, these usually contain the topic of the water cycle and
ignore all environmental problems.
So far, I do not know of any stop motion animations for children about
the problems with water. However, there are clay animations as series
for children on TV (compare 2.2. History of clay and puppet animation),
but they are rare. Additionally, many film schools throughout the world
produce short animations with all kind of topics, but they are hard to
find.

II. Animation and realization - Clay animation
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2.1. Why clay animation
There are different animation techniques. First of all, there is 3D

‘It’s not just playing dolls – it’s
more like playing God.’ [1]

computer animation, which is very common at the moment. As the topic
is about nature and environment, the animation needs to be some kind
of hand work and a 3D computer animation would not go together with

[1] Shaw, Susanna: Stop Motion
– Craft Skills for Model Animation,
Focal Press, Oxford, 2004

the topic as nicely as clay animation. Another technique is hand drawn
animation. This produces flat 2D animation. For my animation, I thought
of something very lively and 3D looking. Additionally, a complete hand
drawn animation would consume a lot of time, as there are so many
drawings to make. Something not as time consuming would be cut-out
animation or sand animation, but still, they are 2D techniques.
I finally decided to go with model animation, as this would look really
lively. Also model animation does not involve tedious repetitive work as
hand drawn animation does. I have always loved working with my hands
and movies like ‘Wallace & Gromit’ have always been fascinating to me.
Experimenting with clay previously confirmed to me that making a
claymation was the right thing.
As there is no abstraction in a three-dimensional animation, it
looks more realistic than a cartoon. Three-dimensional animation is a
photograph of a real object in a space and has depth.

2.2. History of clay and puppet animation
Model animation in Europe and Asia grew out of a tradition of telling
stories, fables and legends. In Eastern Europe there was a long tradition
of puppeteering. From that technique the puppet animation developed,
whereas in the US, animators concentrated more on 2D animation.
Therefore, the kind of model animation that developed in the USA was
different from the one in Europe. [1]

[1]

Frierson,

Michael:

Clay

William Harbutt perfected a new non-hardening, non-drying

Animation – American Highlights

plasticine in the 1890s in Bath, England. Its formula varied from the

1908 to the Present, Twayne

Italian ‘plastillina’, it was softer than the stiffer Italian product. Plasticine
was advertised as a revolutionary educational tool. It could be used
in different settings. Plasticine became the basic material for clay

Publishers, New York, 1994
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animation, because it is more pliable than the Italian ‚plastillina‘. [2]

[1]

1899, the British Arthur Melbourne Cooper produced his animation
‘Matches: An Appeal‘, which shows moving matches.
In 1908 the British James Stuart Blackton (1875-1941) and his partner
Albert E. Smith shot the model animation ‘The Humpty Dumpty Circus‘

Deutsches

Filmmuseum,

Frankfurt am Main: Stop Motion
– Die fantastische Welt des
Puppentrickfilms,

Exhibition

Catalog, Deutsches Filmmuseum,
Frankfurt am Main, 2005

with wooden toys. In 1910, James Stuart Blackton produced ‘Chew Chew

[2]

Land’, also using clay animation. [1]

Animation – American Highlights

In the US, Edwin S. Porter produced model animations, like ‘Teddy
Bears‘. [2]
The first known America clay animations were made around 1908: ‘A
Sculptor’s Welsh Rarebit Dream’, an early trick film that used animated
clay sculpture and ‘The Sculptor’s Nightmare’, a trick film made by Billi
Bitzer with animated clay sculpture. [2]
One of the most important people in the early stage of puppet
animation is the Polish Wladyslaw Starewicz (1882-1965) [1] who was
born in Moscow. When he tried to shoot a fight between two stag beetles
for teaching in 1910, he realized the beetles would not move in bright
light. So he took two dissected beetles, put in wire joints and shot them
picture after picture until he had natural movement. For his 30-secondfilm ‘Vlaka Zukov Rogacki‘ (‘The Battle of the Stag Beetles‘) he needed
500 stills. A few months later, he animated even more insects for his film
‘Prekrasnaya Lukanida‘ (‘Beautiful Leukanida‘). The movements looked
so realistically that after a show in 1911, British newspapers wrote about
insects trained by an unidentified Russian scientist. [1]
After working seven years in his filmstudio in Moscow, the Russian
Revolution caused Wladyslaw Starewicz to emigrate to France with
his family. Together with his family he created fantastic fairy tales
with puppet animation often combined with real film. In 1928 he had
his daughter walking through a dreamland with insect-puppets in his
film ‘La Reine des Papillons‘ (‘The Queen of the Butterflies‘). His most
famous film from 1930 is a puppet animation with anthropomorphized
animal characters ‘Le Roman de Renard‘ (‘The Tale of the Fox’) and is
considered to be one of the very best stop-motion films ever made.
In 1910 the first German advertising film production was established
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by Julius Pinschewer (1883-1961) [1]. In 1912 his films advertized with

[1]

moving scissors, buttons and needles in ‘Der Nähkasten’ (The Sewing
Box’) or with a ballet of ‘Maggi’ bottles in ‘Die Flasche’ (‘The bottle’).
In the 1920s Pinschewer started creating puppet animations for
advertising films. He started out with wooden animation puppets.

Deutsches

Frankfurt am Main: Stop Motion
– Die fantastische Welt des
Puppentrickfilms,

Exhibition

Catalog, Deutsches Filmmuseum,
Frankfurt am Main, 2005

‘Das Wetterhäuschen’ (‘The Weather Cottage’) was created in 1929 and

[2]

advertized the chemical Indanthren. [2]

Frankfurt

In 1929 the brothers Ferdinand and Paul Diehl started producing

Filmmuseum,

Deutsches
am

Filmmuseum,
Main:

Mecki

– Märchen & Schnurren, Die
Puppenfilme der Gebrüder Diehl,

animation near Munich. They started with the silhouettes-film ‘Kalif

Exhibition

Storch’ (‘Caliph Stork’), but went on to puppet animation. Between

Filmmuseum, Frankfurt am Main,

1931 and 1933 they had great success with ‘Wupp’, a series with seven

Catalog,

Deutsches

1994

sequences. In 1932 they started adding sound to their productions. In

[3]

1938 the famous figure ‘Mecki’, the hedghog, was invented in the film

Animation – American Highlights

‘Der Wettlauf zwischen dem Hasen und dem Igel’ (‘The Race Between
the Hare and the Hedgehog’). The first full-length film was ‘Die sieben
Raben’ (‘The Seven Ravens’) in 1936 after a fairy tale of the brothers
Grimm. [2]
The beginning of the 1930s was the most creative period in German
puppet animation. In 1931 Alexander of Gontscharoff created models
and also decoration with a plasticine like compound, which was heatresistant. The Hungarian born György Pál Marczincsak (later George
Pal; 1908-1980) [1] also worked in Germany at this time. He created
advertising films like ‘Der Bazillenschlucker’ (‘The Bacillus Swallower‘)
in 1931, an advertisement for a vacuum cleaner. He specialized in puppet
animation and invented the ‘Pál-Doll method’ with which a variable
focus and a larger spacial expression was possible. In 1933 he moved
to the Netherlands where he made films like ‘Aladdin’ (1936), ‘Sinbad’
(1936) or ‘Ship of the Ether’ (1934). In 1939 Pal left the Netherlands and
emigrated to the USA. There he created the series of ‘Puppetoons’ which
received an Oscar. His animators in the US were, among others, Gene
Warren, Bob Baker and Ray Harryhausen. [3]
For his films in the 1940s ‘Tulips will grow’ and ‘Home on the range’
George Pal developed the technique of replacements. He worked with
wooden puppets and a series of interchangeable body parts that were
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substituted to suggest movement.

[1]

For his film ‘Novyy Gulliver’ (‘Gullivers Travels’, 1935) the Russian
animator Aleksandr Ptuško had to produce more than 3,000 puppets.
In a studio in the Czechoslovakian town Zlín, the animator and
illustrator, Hermína Týrlova, created ‘Ferda Mravenec’ (‘The Good Slim,
1942-1944) from motives of a childrens’ book by Ondrej Sekora. [1]
Jirí Trnka (1912-1969), another Czech animation artist, finally brought
puppet animation from entertaining children to something with political
significance. Other studios in eastern Europe, especially in Poland and
Eastern Germany picked up this idea.
In 1953 Art Clokey produced ‘Gumbasia’ and in 1956 the first Gumby
episodes were created. [2]
The clay film ‘Closed Mondays’ by Bob Gardiner and Will Vinton won
the Academy Award in 1974. [2] In 1978 Will Vinton and Sudan Shadburne
released the documentary ‘Claymation®’, where they explained the
process of clay animation.
Frank Zappa released ‘Baby Snakes’ in 1979, a concert film with clay
animation by Bruce Bickford. [2]
It was only in the 1980s when clay animation became a large-scale
mass media phenomenon.
Dave Borthwick of bolexbrothers used a combination of pixilation
– moving a live object like a person frame by frame – in his film ‘The
secret Adventures of Tom Thumb’ (1983). Like many other filmmakers
he was influenced by the Czech Jan Svankmajer, who created surreal
animations with clay and also with pixilation.
The first clay animated feature film ‘The adventures of Mark Twain’ by
Vinton was released in 1985. One year later, in 1986 the Vinton studios
produced the first ‘California Raisins’ TV commercial.
The series of ‘Pingu’, a Swiss clay animation created by Otmar
Gutmann in 1987, was made with the help of replacements.
In the 1990s the puppet animation had a glorious comeback with
movies like ‘Nightmare Before Christmas‘ (USA 1993, direction: Henry
Selick), ‘Wallace & Gromit (GB from 1989, director: Nick Park), ‘Chicken
Run’ (DreamWorks/Aardman Animations, 2000). At the same time as
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handmade puppet animation grew bigger, digital movies like ‘Toy
Story’ (1995) or ‘Monsters Inc.’ (2001) from the American Studio Pixar
Animation entered the arena.
Many film and animation students in Germany started doing puppet
animation again. In contrast to classical fairy tales for children, stop
motion animations were now created for an adult audience.
Short films like ‘Balance’ (1989, Christoph and Wolfgang Lauenstein)
and ‘Quest’ (1995/1996, Thomas Stellmach and Tyron Montgomery) won
the Academy Award for the best animated short film.
In Germany the studio clayart in Frankfurt became well know for their
puppet and clay animations. Here, advertising spots were created, like
‘Der Farbschlurf’ (1998) for Fuji film, ‘Igloo Pharmacy’, an advertising for
Grippostad C or ‘Cirque du Noel’ (2004) a christmas trailer for the TV
channel ARTE. But the studio also creates short films like ‘Max & Ko Operation Buttercreme’ (1997), ‘Frau Holle’ (2003/2004) or 13 sequences
of the Canadian-German-Korean coproduction ‘Dragon Tales’ (20032005), a TV series for kids.
The TV series ‘Castillo’ with 26 sequences, about a dragon and his
adventures, was produced from 1999 from the studio Madbox Filmtrick
GmbH in Frankfurt for the German TV channel ZDF.
Nowadays, many animators combine classic puppet animation with
computer animation, but still in German film festivals more puppet
animations are to be found than computer animations.
Just recently in 2005, two stop motion movies came out: Tim Burton’s
movie ‘Corpse Bride’, an American production and the British ‘Wallace &
Gromit - The Curse of the Ware Rabbit’ (2005), created by Nick Park.

2.3. Working with clay
Clay animations are not done with ‘clay’ – clay made from dirt or pottery
clay – but with plasticine. Clay in the context of animation usually means
non-hardening modelling material. Clay has sculptability, plasticity and
a natural affinity for metamorphosis. There are many ways to change its
appearance. It can be rolled, flattened, twisted, carved, kneaded, folded
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or smeared. Clay can be animated using simple geometric objects or by
using human or animal characters. Other possibilities are to animate in
bas-relief under a rostrum camera or to use clay vignettes embedded by
the so-called strata-cut method and cut away a layer at a time and filmed
in stop motion. Working with clay can be very nice, as figures move in a
three-dimensional space. The figures also create their own perspective
and cast their own shadows. Clay is animated easily. The position or
appearance of clay can be changed quickly in every frame and details
can be added easily with no extra work if they appear in more than one
frame.
But clay also has its limitations like other methods of animation.
As clay is very heavy, it is hard to make larger clay figures. Therefore
armatures are made. Those allow the figures to be moved incrementally
and to hold positions during filming without sagging. The problem with
armatures is, that they become brittle with use and frequently break
through the surface of the clay as it becomes soft under lights. Clay does
not have a wide range of colors. The saturation is very low. Because
of its density it can hold only so much pigment and the surface rather
soaks up light. Growing, shrinking or squash and stretch can not be
done easily with clay. Therefore, replacements or substitutes are used.
Usually, for every movement a different model is made and it is replaced
by the animator with each shot. When doing drawn animation it is very
easy to make the character jump into the air with a few drawings. The
same thing presents technical challenges for an animator using puppets
or clay.

‘Generally, the goal of preproduction for a clay animated film, as with
other forms of animation, is to pre-visualize the finished product – in
all its minute details. Careful previsualization ensures that the action
will be animated as precisely as possible and the film shot as efficiently
as possible. The goal is to avoid reshoots and to guarantee that the
laborious animation process produces footage that is included in the
final film – in other words, to keep the shooting ratio as close to 1:1 as
possible.’ [1]

[1]
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The preproduction and planning stage with clay animation has to be
very precise, more precise and detailed than in live-action filmmaking.
Concrete decisions about the aesthetic of the film and other creative
decisions are made during the preproduction stage.
While animating, it is best to follow a log sheet to film each frame.
Like other three-dimensional animation forms, animating clay is slow
and requires patience, fine motor skills and concentration. The shooting
and editing is straight forward, as a lot was already worked out in
preproduction. The design for the sets, characters and sound influence
each other. Clay characters have to meet the need of the script and it
must also be possible to have them animated reasonably.
Clay animation requires a sense of pace, to feel where and when
action pauses and how a movement is ‘squashed’ and ‘streched’.

‘One’s mind, one’s creativity, takes the highway of frames constructing

[2] Pitt, Susan: Animation and the

each view like a sped-up, slowed-down architecture, building a long

Creative Process, Proceedings

dream of flashing windows for other eyes to see.’ [2]

of the First Society for Animation
Studies Conference, 27-28 October
1989, Los Angeles (unpublished

The postproduction is simpler in animation. Although it can be quite
challenging and still be a lot of work, depending on how the production
team works. Color correction needs to be done, stray objects need to be
corrected and also frames have to be flipped. Some animators also want
to slow things down or reverse frames.

typescript)
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3.1. Appropriate for children
The concept of the animation was to create something suitable for children aged five to twelve. This covers a group with completely different
backgrounds and achievements as to knowledge and education. But it is
the age when kids learn the most and especially learn for life.
The animation has to impart knowledge, that is communicated in a
way it seems to be interesting for children and also is understood. Also,
the animation should be colourful, but not include too many different
colors as this would disturb the children‘s attention.

3.2. Characters
The characters should be friendly with a smile on their faces. They should
not be drastic at all. For an animation for children, it is also important,
that the characters are a little bit chubby.

Water drops
The characters are made out of clear shapes, that are easy to detect. The
two water drops just look like water drops are always personated.
They do not have feet, nor do they have arms. The way they are moving
forward is my interpretation of how water moves in reality, which is a
kind of running with little stops in between.

Plip and Plop discovering the world
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Their eyes are always moving, discovering the world, as they are both
curious to learn and see new things. But not only their eyes express their
feelings. It can also be seen how the two water drops feel or think when
looking at their mouths. The mouths of the water drops are not carved
into the clay. They are cut out of paper and look like cartoon mouths.
The plump water drop that is shaped like an ‘O‘ is called ‘Plop‘.
Because he is a little fat, he moves slower than his colleague. His movement is a kind of see-sawing.
‘Plip‘ is the slim water drop, that looks like an ‘I‘. He can walk faster
than Plop, so when Plop starts walking he gives him a little bit of time
before he follows him.
When something bad happens, it always happens to Plop. In the
desert he is the one melting and in the sea he is the one swallowing
the salt water. Plip doesn‘t take it too serious and sometimes laughs at
Plop.

Little girl
The little girl, Suzie, is around six years old. She does not know too
much about what is going on in the world, but she is curious about new
things. She gets scared when she sees the water drops for the first time,
but only for a second.

Suzie brushing her teeth.

While she is brushing her teeth, she is still wearing her pajamas. Her
hair is already tied up. When her Mom tells her to hurry up, she rolls
her eyes, because that is what she experiences every morning. Like the
water drops, Suzie has a mouth made of paper.
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3.3. Colors
The colors chosen for the animation are all kind of bright. Most of them
are somehow related to water or wasting or polluting water.
The water drops are blue, representing clean water. In contrast, the
little girl is wearing bright pink pyjamas. She represents the people, that
don’t care because they don’t know. The water tap represents the waste
of water, therefore it is silver. As well as the polluted water in the river
and parts of the factory.
The colors of the different landscapes are very simple, such as the
sand-colored desert, the blue sea, the green landscape and the landscape around the factory with green, brown and silver colors.

3.4. Settings and sceneries
The bathroom only contains a sink and a mirror, bath rugs and a
drawer. The walls and floor are kept in white, for the audience to concentrate on the girl and the sink.
The landscapes chosen - desert, sea and land - represent landscapes
throughout the world. They are not supposed to look like real landscapes,
but they should give an impression of them. They are built with material
that can be bought everywhere (compare chapter 4.6.2. Sceneries and
props).

3.5. Style
The animation is not meant to look realistic. The settings are not an
image of a realistic sourrounding. A kind of surreal world, with different
elements is created.
The characters are a mix of clay animation and cartoon, which creates
a very lively atmosphere, as the mouths and eyes together can express
many different feelings. Also the sound adds to that, as the different
facial expressions are supported by the voices and the sounds the characters make.
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3.6. Sound and music
The animation contains sound effects and voices as well as a background music.
Before animating I did a rough audio recording of the voices and the
narrator and put it together with the storyboard to create an animatic.
With the help of the animatic it was easy to figure out the frame length
and the key actions for the different scenes.
After animating, I did another recording, this time a high-quality one
with different people. The voices were put under the animation and then
synchronized.
There are voices of four different people, Suzie, her Mom and the two
water drops. The voice-over is spoken by one of the water drops, Plip.
For the voice of Suzie and Plip, I got an Australian exchange student,
Kelly Dixon, who had the perfect voice for Plip. The voice of the Mom
and Plop was spoken by Kim Collmer, who was also very amazing.
The sound effects, like water running, brushing teeth or the sea were
recorded in a bathroom and outside with water.
The background music differs from scene to scene. That means, different music pieces were needed. I found a small music studio in Germany,
Kreakustik Studios, were I could get five sound pieces for a reasonable
price (see appendix for a copy of the license). I put those music pieces
together to create the background sound.

3.7. Principles of animation
There are some principles of animation that were developed in the 1930‘s
at the Walt Disney studios. They are important for every animation, even
still today in computer animation. Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston [1]
talk about different principles of animation: Squash and stretch, anticipa-

[1] Thomas, Frank and Johnston,

tion, staging, straight ahead action and pose to pose, follow through and

Ollie: The Illusion of Life, Abbeville

overlapping action, slow in and slow out, arcs, secondary action, timing,

Press, New York, 1981

exaggeration and appeal.
Squash and stretch - This is the most important animation principle.
With squash and stretch the character can be given an illusion of weight
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and volume. The rigidity and mass of an object are defined by distorting
its shape during an action. It can also be used with facial expressions.
The use of squash and stretch can be very extreme or subtle. [1]
When animating, I used sqash and stretch especially for the facial
expressions, when the characters are talking. This is not the typical

[1] Thomas, Frank and Johnston,
Ollie: The Illusion of Life, Abbeville
Press, New York, 1981

squash and stretch, as the mouths of my characters are made of paper
and not carved in clay. Because squash and stretch is quite hard to do in
clay animation, as you would have to add or remove clay, I only used it

[2] Douglas Hudson, Assistant
Professor and Program Head at
KCAI (Kansas City Art Institute),

in parts of the characters. The tips of the water drop‘s heads are moving,

in his animation class during fall

according to their moods. This also makes the characters look smaller or

semester 2004

bigger and suggests movement.

[3] Lasseter, John: Principles of

Anticipation - ‘You need to ‘prepare‘ the audience for a sequence of

Traditional Animation applied to

events or single action before it occurs. Any action that sets up the main

3D Computer Animation, ACM

action‘. [2] Usually, anticipation is used to lead the audience, but it can
also be used to mislead to surprise the audience.
Anticipation in my animation can be seen, when Plip and Plop
show facial expressions before it can be seen what is going on. Their
mouths show happiness or surprise and also the tip of the head moves.
Additionally, Plop‘s movement, a kind of shaking from left to right before
he moves forward, is another example of anticipation.
Staging - This is the presentation of an idea. The idea can be an action,
an attitude, a reaction, a personality, an expression, a mood. It is important, that the idea becomes clear and understandable for the viewer. The
animator has to make sure, that everything relates to the story. There
should not be too many actions at once, as that might confuse the
audience. When staging a personality, it is useful to use characteristics
that clearly define the character. [1, 3]
As for staging, I used a still background and surrounding. Only the
characters - Plip, Plop and Suzie - and the water, were moving in the
different scenes. I worked with different shots and camera angles. The
action I am showing in my animation is only one at a time and there are
not too many details included, in order to not confuse the audience.
Straight ahead action and pose-to-pose action - Straight ahead action
is usually used in hand drawn animation. The animator starts with the

Computer
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first frame and goes straight through all the subsequent frames until he
reaches the end of the scene. In pose-to-pose action the animator plans
out everything. He does key frames e.g. the initial and the final poses
and then he does all the in-between frames. Pose-to-pose is used for
animation that requires good acting, where poses and timing are important. [1]
While working on my animation I used a bit of both methods, straight
ahead action as well as pose-to-pose action. In the beginning I worked

[1] Lasseter, John: Principles of
Traditional Animation applied to
3D Computer Animation, ACM

out the required length for every scene. Later on, while animating, I

Computer

changed many things and did not look all that much on the length of

Number 4, July 1987, pages 35-44

every scene.
Follow through and overlapping action - Follow through is the termination of an action and the establishment of its relationship to the
next action. Actions rarely come to a sudden and complete stop, but
are generally carried past their termination point. Overlapping means to
start a second action before the first action has completely finished. This
keeps the interest of the viewer, since there is no dead time between
actions. An action should never be brought to a complete stop before
starting another action. Overlapping maintains a continual flow between
whole phrases of actions. [1]
I used both follow through and overlapping actions in my animation.
In many scenes, Plop starts walking and after some seconds, Plip follows him. The actions happen and while they are still happening, a new
action already starts. For example, when the water drops walk through
the desert towards the bones, they stop, look at each other and start
walking again.
Slow in and slow out - Slow in and slow out, also called easing in
and easing out, is the spacing of the in-between frames to achieve subtlety of timing and movement. It can soften the action, as things do not
happen too fast or as a surprise. The animator can use eases to create
acceleration and deceleration, which simulates real life better.
Slow in and out in my animation can especially be seen in the movements of the characters.
Arcs - The visual path of action from one extreme to another is always

Graphics,

Vol.

21,
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described by an arc. [1] Arcs create a motion that is more expressive and

[1] Lasseter, John: Principles of

less stiff than action along a straight path. They give animation a more
natural action and better flow. [2]
Most of the movements in my animation are described by arcs. The
girl‘s hand follows a slightly circular path when brushing teeth, washing

Traditional Animation applied to
3D Computer Animation, ACM
Computer

Graphics,

Vol.

21,

Number 4, July 1987, pages 35-44

[2] Thomas, Frank and Johnston,

the toothbrush or switching off the water. The water drops move forward

Ollie: The Illusion of Life, Abbeville

in movements that follow arcs. When jumping onto the girl‘s hand, the

Press, New York, 1981

movement again is an arc.
Secondary action - This is an action that directly results from another
action. It can be used to increase the complexity and interest in a scene
and increases the main action. The secondary action should never compete or conflict with the primary action in the scene. Main action and
secondary action should support one another.
An example of secondary action in ‚Plip & Plop‘ would be Plop sweating in the desert. The main action is him walking and sweating, as a
secondary action we can see his unhappy facial expression. Again, in the
sea, we see them swimming and the shark passing by. As a secondary
action we see a scared expression on their faces.
Timing - The rhythm of where things happen, where the ‘accents‘ or
‘beats‘ or ‘hits‘ happen, is the timing of the action. [3]
While animating, I had to do some experiments to figure out timing.
After a while gained more experience and the timing came almost automatically. The animation itself was done on twos, which means that one
picture was on two frames of film.
Exaggeration - In animation it is necessary to accentuate the essence
of an idea via design and action. That means, a character‘s action should
be exaggerated, but not as much as in cartoons. Not every element in
a scene should be exaggerated, as this may appear to unrealistic.
Therefore, it is important to find the right balance. [1]
In my animation, I tried not to exaggerate too much, so it would not
look weird. Mainly the mouth expressions are exaggerated.
Appeal - This is what a character in an animation needs to have. It is
like charisma in a live actor. Appeal is creating a design or an action that
the audience enjoys watching. Scenes and characters should not be too

[3]

Williams,
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simple as it can get boring. On the other side, they should not be too

[1] Thomas, Frank and Johnston,

complex either, so that it is still understandable. Audiences want to see
a quality of charm, pleasing design, simplicity and communication. A
weak design or a design that is complicated or hard to read lacks appeal.
Clumsy shapes and awkward moves all have low appeal. [1]
With creating the characters for my animation, I tried to make them
look simple, but also interesting. The characters look appealing, as their
shapes and the way they move and behave are not stiff, to help capture
the audience‘s interest.

3.8. Technique
The technique I decided to use is stop motion animation with clay figures. That means, still pictures are taken and set one after another with
the help of the editing software Adobe Premiere Pro.

Ollie: The Illusion of Life, Abbeville
Press, New York, 1981
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4.1. Time schedule
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4.2. Story

Plot
A little girl is brushing her teeth, while the water keeps on running.
Suddenly, two water drops jump out of the running water. They take the
child on a journey around the world, to show her the problems of water
in the world. Eventually, the child discovers how important and precious
every drop of water is.

First treatment
Little girl standing in bathroom in front of sink, brushing teeth
while water is running. Sound of brushing teeth and water running.
Close up to girls’ face, brushing teeth.
Close up water tap. Loud sound of water running. Overview bathroom.
Mom shouting through door, she should hurry up and not leave the
water running.
Sound of brushing teeth stops. Girl cleaning tooth brush. Girl moving
hand back. Water running into sink. Two big water drops fading in. Water
drops jumping on edge of sink.
Girl locking surprised and somehow shocked. Water drops starting to
talk to girl. Telling her about their experiences on their water journey.
Watery cloud appearing above water drops. Water drops appearing
in cloud. Cloud moving. Cloud moving over landscape. Water drops
looking down, interested in what they see.
Water drops jumping down from cloud into desert. Landing in sand.
Start coughing. Surprised about how dry and hot it is there. Not happy
about situation. Water drops starting to sweat. Starting to melt.
Water drops looking up to sky where cloud comes. Jumping up to
their cloud again.
Happy to be back on cloud. Cloud moving on. Cloud stopping above
landscape with ice. Water drops jumping down. Landing on ice. Sliding,
bouncing. Starting to freeze. Icicles starting to show on water drops
faces. Water drops jumping up to cloud again. Looking down on ice
again. Happy to be in cloud again. Cloud moving away.
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Cloud stopping above sea. Water drops jumping down. Landing in
water. Swimming there. Big waves coming. Fat water drop drinking
water. Spitting it out because it is too salty. Looking at each other.
Deciding to leave. Moving up and down. Jumping up to cloud. Back in
cloud, looking happy.
Cloud moving again. Cloud stopping above river. Water drops jumping down. Cloud stopping above little river with trees. Water drops
looking at each other, very happy.
Water drops jumping down. Hopping down the river. Seeing factory.
Looking at dirty water with waste. Looking very sad at dead fish. Close
up dead fish, waste. Looking at each other very sad. Deciding to leave.
Jumping up to cloud again. Looking at each other, sad.
Transition. Cloud begins to shake, wobble. Cloud disappearing. Close
up girl, looking surprised.
Characters sitting on the sink. Girl switching off running water. Girl
smiling.
Girl holding hand to them. Water drops jumping on girls’ hand.
Water drops smiling.

Second treatment
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Little girl standing in bathroom in front of sink, brushing teeth
while water is running. Sound of brushing teeth and water running.
Close up to girls’ face, brushing teeth.
Close up water tap. Loud sound of water running. Mom shouting
through door, she should hurry up and not leave the water running.
Girl looking annoyed. Sound of brushing teeth stops. Girl cleaning
tooth brush.
Girl moving hand back. Water running into sink. Two big water drops
fading in. Water drops jumping on edge of sink. Girl locking surprised
and shocked.
Water drops starting to talk to girl. Telling her about their experiences
on their water journey. Watery cloud appearing.
[While on journey, one of water drops tells the story]
Water drops in the desert. Water drops interested where they landed.
Start walking. Surprised about how dry and hot it is there.
Passing by a dead animal. Looking disgusted. Not happy about situation. Water drops starting to sweat. Starting to melt.
Keep on walking till they get to edge of sea. Happy to see water. Both
jumping into water. Swimming in sea.
Shark passing. Water drops scared. Big wave coming. Fat water drop
drinking water. Spitting it out because it is too salty. Other water drop
laughing. Keep on swimming till they get to land.
Jumping out of water. Realizing they are covered in salt. Jumping up
and down to get rid of salt.
Walking through nice landscape. Walking down river. Water drops
looking at each other, very happy.
Seeing factory. Looking at dirty water with waste. Looking very sad at
dead fish. Close up dead fish, waste.
Looking at each other very sad. Water cloud appearing
Close up girl, looking surprised. Characters sitting on the sink, talking
to girl. Girl switching off running water. Girl smiling.
Girl holding hand to them. Water drops jumping on girls’ hand. Water
drops talking to girl, smiling.
Final detailed story
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A little girl is standing in the bathroom, brushing her teeth while the
water is running. Her mother is already complaining and telling her
not to leave the water running. She stops brushing her teeth and starts
washing her toothbrush. Suddenly, two big water drops jump out of the
water, jump on the sink and start talking to her. They introduce themselves as Plip and Plop and begin telling her about their journey through
the world.
First they went to the desert, were they saw dead animals that didn’t
survive the heat without water. In the desert it was so hot, they both started sweating. Plop was already melting when they arrived at the sea.
They jumped into the cool water, but soon they were almost caught by
a shark. When a big wave came, Plop accidentally swallowed some salt
water and realized it tasted horrible.
They reached land, but were covered with salt and had to get rid of
it. When they were walking through the landscape with little trees and
a river, they thought they were in paradise. They followed the river, but
realized that the water further down was dirty and there were dead fish.
This was all because a factory nearby had polluted the river with their
waste water. Plip and Plop were not happy at all to see this.
When the little girl hears their story, she is able to think about it and
then switches off the water.
Plip and Plop jump on her hand and tell her once again to take care of
the water and not waste it.

4.3. Storyboard
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Draft
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Detailed storyboard
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4.4. Animatic
To see what the whole animation will look like, I scanned my storyboard
cards and put them into a sequencial timeline. Additionally, I put in a
rough recording of the voices and the voice-over.
The attached CD contains the very first and also the final animatic.

4.5. Equipment and material

Software
In the beginning, I used the software MonkeyJam for creating a film
sequence out of the frames. I also used it to make the pictures smaller.
The camera took the pictures in the format of 1536 x 1024 pixels and the
software helped me to create the size of 720 x 576 pixels. For putting the
different film sequences together I used Adobe Premiere Pro.
Later on I switched completely to Adobe Premiere Pro. I put all still
pictures in one project with the size of 1536 x 1024 pixels and exported
it to different formats.
For some effects I used Adobe After Effects and also Adobe
Photoshop.
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Hardware
For taking the still pictures I used a digital still camera, the Canon EOS
300D with a battery grip. I used a remote control and a 1 GB flash card.
The camera was set on a tripod.
The still pictures were saved on a flash card and transferred to a computer, an Intel Pentium 4 with 3 GHz and 2 GB of RAM with Windows XP
Professional on it.
The different sceneries were set up in a studio, built inside a garage.
The different landscapes were created on medium density fibreboards.
Those were put on a table and lighted with halogen floodlights.

Material
750 g of the modelling clay ‘Modela’ in cobalt blue
1 kg of ‘Münchner Künstler-Plastilin’ in grey beige
1.5 kg of the modelling clay ‘Keramiplast’ from efco
500 g of the light modelling clay ‘Softplast’ from efco
3 high density fiberboards (80 cm x 1 m)
6 white cardboards (80 cm x 1 m)
frame for the background (made of wood, two clamps, tape)
aluminium wire (2 mm and 0.8 mm)
2 x 500 W halogen floodlights
500 W halogen floodlight
300 W halogen floodlight
table
10 kg silica sand
5 kg plaster
6 cans of PU-foam
newspaper
a lot of hot glue
green cardboard
acrylic paint
spray paint (brown and green)
silver paint
LEGO™ bricks
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PlayMais

adhesive tape

Fimo in brown, green, white

duct tape

nails

glue stick

cloth

20 pairs of disposable gloves

3 washcloths

safety goggles

4 white cotton gloves

breathing protection

plumb (very thin stripes)

work gloves

more than 600 sheets of paper

wet wipes

steel wool

colored pencils

poster strips

needle and thread

blue ‘Lumifol’

file

transparent foil

hammer

little box

paper towel

cardbox roll

pins

5 black water proof pens

pottery tools

2 pencils

cutter

different brushes

scissors

paste

4.6. Working in studio

4.6.1. Characters
Building the characters, which were the two water drops and the little
girl, were a challenge. I had to figure out a fast and cheap way to build
them. That was not easy, as they were the first puppets for stop motion
animation I have ever built.

Water drops
After many experiments with plaster, different modelling clays and
plasticine, I decided to use a very light modelling clay for the inside
and just a thin layer of the blue plasticine ‘Modela’ (Caran d’Ache). This
means that the two figures are not too heavy as if they were built with
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only plasticine. Furthermore, it is easier to keep their shape.
The eyes are made of white hardened Fimo kept in place with Vaseline,
which makes them also easy to move. They have little holes around the
pupil so they can be moved with a pin. In the very beginning I used
plastic beads as eyes, which were too shiny and created reflections.
As the clay gets dirty very easily, especially in the desert, where the
sand was sticking to the water drops, every now and then I had to ‘peel’
a thin layers and renew it.v
It was easy to move the water drops as pushing them to the ground
makes them stand.

Water drop with paper mouth
(left) and with mouth shaped
in clay (right).
Both with eyes made of plastic
beads.

The water drops have paper mouths. Every mouth was used only once
during shooting as they are made of thin paper that was easy to stick
to the clay. Although, the mouths were painted with a water proof pen
and colored pencils they lost their color, especially during scenes with
talking and the clay got dirty. This would have been worse, if printed out
on an inkjet printer. The mouths were glued to the water drops with stick
glue.
During the scenes, the mouths were changed several times. While
travelling there were four different mouth expressions: relaxed, happy,
sad/angry and surprised/shocked. For the scenes where the water drops
are talking, I had seven different movements: Ee/Eye/Iy, Ay, Oh, yOU,
B/M/P/W, T/S/C/D/N/K/F/V and J.
I also tried to shape the mouths directly in clay, but they could not be
seen easily from further away.
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Different mouths,
used for both water
drops in different
shapes.

Little girl
The little girl was built with a wire armature inside. I used two strings of
2 mm aluminium wire which I twisted together with a drill for the feet, legs and spine. The
arms and the neck are made of 0.8 mm aluminium wire, also twisted together. For the head,
the hands and the feet I made a circle of wire.
To make the armature more stable, I hot

Building armature of the girl

glued nails on the wire, but left a space, were the arms and legs are
bending. For the chest and the hip I put on a modelling clay over the
wire.
I covered the wire head with rubber foam and put hot glue on it. In
order for the girl to stand, I wrapped the feet with plumb and hot glued
them. The arms and legs were first covered with fabric tape and later on
I glued felt to them.
For the girl’s clothes I dyed white cotton gloves with pink acrylic paint.
Although, I used the biggest size of gloves, the fingers were too short
and I had to sew two fingers together for each arm. After putting on the
clothes, I modelled the feet with a heavy modelling clay which I painted
with acrylic paint to give the impression of shoes.
The head was covered with a thin layer of ‘Münchner Künstlerplastilin’,
a grey beige plastilin which was very easy to apply but hard to get
smooth. The hair was made out of brown Fimo and green Fimo for the
hair tie. The Fimo was hardened in the oven and the hair glued to the
plastilin layer on the head.
Like the waterdrops’ mouths the girl’s mouth was cut out of paper and
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glued to the face. The girl’s eyes are made of white hardened Fimo with
a whole to move them easily and painted with a black pen.
The hands were very hard to shape. I created several hands out of
‘Münchner Künstlerplastilin’ and after they were damaged too much I
exchanged them. In the scenes where she is holding the toothbrush I
glued the toothbrush made of hardened Fimo to the plasticine hand.

Different stages of the girl (from left to right): armature with tape and felt, figure with eyes of plastic beads,
finished figure in bathroom

Girl’s face, with Fimo eyes and paper mouth

Working with the girl was not always easy. She could stand by herself,
glued to the ground. In the scene where she is brushing her teeth, the
toothbrush was kind of glued to the mouth so the arm would not move
away in another direction.

4.6.2. Sceneries and props
All the sceneries, as well as the props that can be seen in the animation,
were hand-crafted. It was not possible to use existing miniatures as they
would be the wrong scale and also a different style. I wanted to keep a
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cartoon style, like seen with the mouths.

Bathroom
The walls of the bathroom were made of white cardboard, as well as
the floor.

Tools and stuff for building the bathroom (left), finished bathroom (right.)

The sink was built with the help of a scaffolding made of metal plates,
LEGO™ bricks and PlayMais. Basically, it consists of ‘Keramiplast’, an
air-hardening modelling clay, which was painted with white acrylic paint.
The water faucet is also made of modelling clay, painted with silver
paint. The water in the sink was made with blue Lumifol.
The mirror above the sink was made of aluminium foil and glued to
the wall. Both closet and bathroom door are handdrawn and cut out to
keep a consistency in the comic style. The rugs in the bathroom are cut
out of wash cloths.
The hand on which the water drops jump on the end of the animation
is the size of a real childrens hand and was created with clay (Münchner
Künstlerplastilin).

Desert

Building the desert (left), finished setting (right).
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The desert was built on a high density fiberboard with the size of 1 m x
80 cm. I glued rumpled newspaper on it and covered it with six cans of
PU-foam (polyurethane foam) and a layer of plaster. On top I attached
silica sand with the help of paste. It took one week for the desert to
dry.
The only props used for the desert were chicken bones.

Sea
The scenery of the sea was created very fast. On another high density
fiberboard (also 1 m x 80 cm) I arranged blue foil (Lumifol), a metallized
film and a layer of transparent foil. The

foil

was

moved

a

little

bit for each picture.
The shark fin in the sea was created with modelling clay and painted
with grey acrylic paint.

Between desert and sea.

The water Plop is spitting out after a big wave hit him was made
with the same blue modelling clay, that was used for building the water
drops.

Landscape

Landscape with factory (left) and nice looking landscape (right).
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Both nice looking as well as polluted landscapes were set up on high
density fiberboards. The little hills were created with PU-foam, painted
with acrylic paint. The river was created with blue Lumifoil.
The trees are made of twisted wire, covered with duct tape and painted
brown. Leaves were cut out of green paper and glued to the trees with
the help of steel wool.
The factory is a box, painted with acrylic paint and a old rusty pipe
attached to it. The funnel is a painted cardboard roll.
The fish swimming in the water were made with modelling clay and
painted with acrylic paint.
For the contaminated water I colored Lumifol with silver paint.

Background
The background, the sky, consists of large cardboard that was painted
with acrylic paint. It is held in place with the help of a frame construction
made of wood, where it was attached to with tape. The frame itself was
attached to a table with the help of clamps.

4.6.3. Lighting
Altogether four halogen lamps were used. One with 500 Watt, a double
one with two times 500 Watt and one with 300 Watt. The double one was
set on the left side and the other ones from the front and the right.

4.6.4. Animating
During the first week of animating I made a lot of mistakes, but also
learned a lot. Several times I moved in front of the camera or the lights,
which created shadows on the pictures.
It was very important to glue everything down, so that nothing could
move. If anything moved, I would have to start from the beginning.
To place the camera virtually at the set’s floor level was not always
easy.

This is very important as I wanted the viewer to be in the

animation, surrounded by the characters. Also, moving the camera was
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not possible, as that would have required a special construction for the
camera. Building such a construction would have required more time.
Many ideas only came while I was animating. So I changed the
storyboard according to my ideas.
Animating was a slow work and required patience, fine motor skills
and absolute concentration.

4.7. Editing
For putting the still pictures together I used Adobe Premiere Pro 1.5. I
actually started out with Monkey Jam, but it soon became to complicated
importing the files to Premiere. I also tried to do some effects with Adobe
After Effects, but I realized that staying with Premiere was easier for me.
So I ended up doing everything with Premiere. Effects, like bluriness
and also color corrections were all done with Premiere. In some pictures
I corrected stray objects with using Adobe Photoshop. Also, the part,
where the two water drops jump onto the hand of the girl was edited
with Photoshop. While shooting, the water drops were put on objects of
different height, to look as if they were jumping.
The water drops were edited with the chroma key and put on the sink,
as doing this was not possible while shooting. I also tried to put a filter
over the water running out from the water tap, to have it look more like
water running. This was quite challenging, as I was working with the 16point-garbage-mask in Premiere. I had to change it for every frame in the
animation. After having only the close-ups changed, I realized, I had to
put the mask on all the other ones, too. As this would have required a
lot of extra work and time, I decided not to do it. Although, the water is
not blurry now, it still gives the impression of water.
As I was shooting in a size of 1536 x 1024 pixels, the smallest size
the camera could do, a black frame can be seen when watching the
animation on a TV, as I had to convert it to the size of 720 x 576 (PAL)
and 720 x 480 (NTSC).
The sound for the animation was recorded in the Audio Lab at FHSH,
edited with Sonic Sound Forge and imported to Premiere.
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4.8. Title and Credits
Title and credits were done with Photoshop and Premiere Pro 1.5.
The font chosen for the title is a free font (www.fontasy.de), called
‘five cents’. I chose it, because when writing the title with it, it already
looks like two water drops. The font chosen for the credits is a font that
comes with Windows, ‘Kristen ITC’. It looks a bit cartoony and playful
and, therefore, goes together with the animation very well. As it is a
screen font it should be fine to read for the animation. The fonts in the
animation have the same color as the two water drops.

4.9. DVD
Creating the DVDs took my quite a while, as there are many different
settings in Premiere Pro. I ended up, exporting an avi-file, that was then
put in a new project and exportet to DVD out of Premiere Pro 1.5.
I realized that the quality of the DVDs is not the best, compared to
what I had in the software. As it is quite challenging to find the right
settings, I will still try to get a better quality for it.

4.10. Costs (in Euro)

Camera Canon EOS 300D

750,-

Spare parts for camera

22,62

Remote control for camera

16,-

Tripod

40,-

External harddrive 300 GB

165,-

Halogen flood lights

54,97

Clay

55,30

Fimo, air-hardening clay

37,50

Polyurethane foam

45,-

Paint

27,78

Plaster
Foil

6,98
17,23
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Sand

4,79

Wire

7,35

High density fiberboards

18,-

Other building materials

14,31

Tape, glue

54,29

Skin cream, vaseline

4,04

Disposable gloves

4,54

Cotton gloves

11,56

Wipes, cleaning stuff

16,68

Storage box

10,99

Sketchbook

14,95

Books

75,02

Stuff for oven

8,16

DVDs

22,45

DVD cases

13,89

Printing (theory, docu, DVD labels) 150,-

Total costs

1669,40 Euro

4.11. Diary
from March 05 – first ideas
09/26/05 – first story outline
10/19/05 – meeting with Guido Kühn, Kim Collmer and Martin Koeppl
(talking about first ideas)
10/19-10/26/05 – working on story
10/26/05 – meeting with Kim Collmer (discussing story)
10/26-10/31/05 – draft storyboard
10/31/05 – meeting with Kim Collmer (discussing storyboard),
having Proposal signed by Guido Kühn, handing in Proposal
11/01/05 and 11/02/05 – story, storyboard
11/03/05 – drawing storyboard, structuring
11/04/05 – storyboard done
11/05/05 – structuring theory part
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11/06/05 – animatic, working out characters, theory
11/07/05 – animatic, size of sets, start set building
11/08/05 – looking for more books, going through books, animatic,
set building
11/09/05 – animatic done, working on theory
11/10/05 – character sketches, set building, theory
11/11/05 – set building (desert)
11/12/05 – buying stuff for set building, building desert
11/13/05 – theory
11/14/05 – mailing with Guido and Kim, working on animatic 2,
size of girl and water drops
11/15/05 – new drawings for storyboard, animatic 2, building desert,
building girl
11/16/05 – animatic 2 done, building girl, theory
11/17/05 to 11/19/05 – building props, building girl, theory
11/20/05 to 11/21/05 – building water drops, building girl, sewing clo
thes, theory
11/22/05 – backgrounds for desert done, building water drops,
building girl, theory
11/23/05 – building frame for background, trees, eyes for characters,
theory
11/24/05 to 11/25/05 – mouths and eyes for water drops and girl, story
board
11/26/05 to 11/27/05 – setting up lights, first tests, testing, shooting
11/28/05 to 11/29/05 – shooting, theory/documentation
11/30/05 – buying new lights, theory/documentation
12/01/05 – setting lights, shooting, theory
12/02/05 – shooting
12/03/05 – editing, data back-up
12/04/05 – shooting, editing, theory
12/05/05 – presentation with Martin Koeppl, meeting Kim Collmer and
Guido Kühn (discussing animation), rough theory done
12/06/05 – mouths for characters
12/07/05 and 12/08/05 – shooting, editing (desert)
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12/09/05 – cleaning water drops, shooting (sea)
12/10/05 – shooting (sea), theory about water done
12/11/05 – building landscapes, shooting, editing
12/12/05 – organizing material, building landscapes, shooting, editing
12/13/05 to 12/14/05 – shooting, editing, documentation
12/15/05 to 12/16/05 – building and shooting bathroom, editing
12/17/05 – shooting, editing, done with shooting
12/18/05 to 12/21/05 – editing, image editing, documentation
12/22/05 – voice recording in Schwäbisch Hall
12/24/05 – recording sounds, reshooting, image editing
12/25/05 – recording sounds, image editing, uploading file on internet
12/26/05 to 12/29/05 – sound, editing, image editing
12/30/05 – sound, editing, image editing, documentation
12/31/05 – looking for music
01/01/06 – cutting done, searching for music
01/02/06 – searching for music
01/03/06 – putting together music, music and synchro done
01/04/06 – title and credit
01/05/06 – order DVD cases and DVDs, sketchbook, title
01/06/06 – get computer working again, title
01/07/06 to 01/09/06 – labels and packaging, corrections, credits done
01/10/06 to 01/13/06 – corrections, documentation
01/14/06 to 01/16/06 – exporting film, labels for DVD, cleaning up studio
01/17/06 – exporting film, documentation, theory
01/18/06 to 01/21/06 – going through theory and documentation again,
exporting film, overworking labels, flyer
01/22/06 to 01/26/06 – creating DVDs, having stuff printed
01/27/06 to 02/01/06 – hand project in
02/02/06 to 02/05/06 – prepare for presentation
02/06/06 or 02/07/06 presentation
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4.12. Challenges
As I was animating during a cold time of year, it was not always easy to
handle the clay. When starting to prepare the water drops for shooting
in the morning the room temperature was very important. Modeling
the clay was almost impossible with a temperature under 10 degrees
Celsius (50 degrees Fahrenheit) as the clay became very hard. But with
the help of a little oven and a whole lot of fire wood and briquettes, it
was possible to heat the studio even during the coldest time.
A big challenge was the lighting. The village where I had set up my
studio did not have a balanced power supply and there were times
when the lights were darker - during the days on certain times and on
Saturdays - and times where it was brighter - usually during nights when
people were sleeping. So when shooting the pictures I had to be careful
not to shoot during a time when many people needed power, otherwise,
the animation would start flickering.
Additionally, when setting up the lights, I had to be careful not to
create a shadow on the background. As there was only a limited amount
of space in studio, it was hard to move the background further away to
help reduce the shadows.
The scene with the two water drops walking through the desert was
difficult in every sense. Every little shadow could be seen on the sand
and I had watch the lights as I did not want to create several shadows at
the same time.
Also when animating the desert scene, especially the part, where Plop
starts sweating, I had to put all my concentration into it, as there were
many actions to watch at the same time. The water drops were moving,
but each in a different way, and Plop was sweating at the same time.
Additionally, the facial expressions were changing.
Every scene with water was another challenge, as I often forgot to
move the foil that represents the water, and I did not realize it until the
end of the scene. This meant that I had to reshoot some scenes over and
over again, until everything moved the way I wanted it.
Another challenge was focusing the scenes. I used mostly the
autofocus on the camera, even though you should not use it when
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animating. Using manual focus was not possible, as the characters were
moving through the scene and I had to refocus. With the manual focus,
the picture would move, because of moving the lens on the camera
when focusing.
As the halogen lights got really hot, I had to watch everything that
was in front of it. The landscapes were far enough away, but usually the
camera caught a bit of the light, so I had to make a break every so often
to let it cool down.
After editing the animation, it came to exporting to DVD. I never
thought, that this could be so challenging. I tried all kind of settings over
several weeks. But still in the end, the quality of the DVD itself is not
convincing.
Although it was a challenge doing everything by myself without a
team, it was a great experience and I became used to improvising. It
is quite hard to work alone as an animator. Sometimes I realized two
hands just were not enough. It would have been great to do the animation together with a team. But organizing a whole team would have been
a lot of work, too.
During the three months of time I had for doing the project I was
working on it 24/7. Otherwise I could not have finished it in such a short
period of time.

4.13. Facts
Around 7970 pictures were taken, around 3450 were used for the
animation. At least 163 mouths were used for animating the characters.
Around 20 eyes were used for the characters. 1230 sheets of paper
were used. The coldest temperature in studio was -3 degrees Celsius
(27 degrees Fahrenheit), the hottest 28 degrees Celsius (82 degrees
Fahrenheit).
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Impact of the project on me
I think, when I started out with the project I never knew how much work
it would be. I soon realized that I had to spend every minute working on
it in order to finish it in this short time.
As I did not have a team I had to organize, build, set up, animate and
edit all by myself. Thanks to a strict time schedule I always knew, what I
had to do and, therefore, I learned a lot in organizing and planning.
I also learned how to make a fire and how to get a room heated up
with an oven pretty quickly. This was very important, as I was working in
studio during a very cold time.
Being patient was another thing that was important, especially while
working in the studio, building the characters and settings and animating.
As many things did not work out the way I had planned them, I had to
improvise on them: when building the landscapes I thought of using styrofoam, but while experimenting I realized that it would be much easier
when using PU-foam; for the two water drops I thought about building a
wooden thing first and then put around the clay, but it was easier to do
it with light modelling clay and blue animation clay on top.
Researching the topic of water was quite interesting, as I thought I
already knew a lot about it, but still could discover new things, like the
different diseases and illnesses that come with contaminated water. I
enjoyed going through all the books and I could have written more on
the topic very easily.
I enjoyed creating something to educate children and tell them more
about water. It is great to see children watching the animation as they
really seem to be interested and want to know more after watching it.
Although the project brought a lot of work and stress with it, altogether it was fun to do it.
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Future
After creating my animation, I love animating stop motion even more.
For my career, I would love to do animation.
As I would love to show the animation to children, I already talked to
some teachers about showing it in their classroom and having a theme
about water.
When looking for ideas in different children‘s books about water, I
came across some really nice characters and stories, that I had never
heard of before. This made me think about creating another project on
the same topic, also for children, like an interactive book or maybe another animation.
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1.2. Electronic sources (as of December 2005)

Animation

3 bear animations
http://www.3bears.co.uk/home.html

Aardman Animations Ltd.
http://www.aardman.com/

Andreas Hykade, Animation Director
http://www.hykade.de/
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http://www.aardman.com/chickenrun/
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http://www.juergenkling.de/
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http://perso.wanadoo.fr/vallin/animation/clayanimation/index.htm

Pharosproductions
http://pharosproductions.com/aosma/smhome.html

Stopmoshorts.com
http://www.stopmoshorts.com/

StopMotionAnimation.com
http://www.stopmotionanimation.com

Stopmotionanimation.de
http://www.stopmotionanimation.de/

Stopmotionworks.com
http://www.stopmotionworks.com/

Table Kid Kirby, Stop-Motion Animation
http://www.carrotkid.com/tablekidkirby.htm

TheClayman.com
http://www.theclayman.com

The Junks
http://www.thejunks.com/home.html
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Vince Backberg, 3D animator/designer
http://home.comcast.net/~v3d/index.html

Vinton Studios
http://www.aardman.com/chickenrun/

Weirdoughmation, Underground animation
http://www.weirdoughmation.de/

Zeppelin Films
http://www.zeppelin-filmes.pt/

Water

4th World Water Forum, México 2006
http://www.worldwaterforum4.org.mx/

Atelier Dreiseitl Waterscapes
http://www.dreiseitl.de/

Berkeley University of California, panoramas with the theme of water
http://geoimages.berkeley.edu/wwp605/index.html

Brot für die Welt
http://www.menschen-recht-wasser.de

Convention Project to Combat Desertification (CCD Project)
http://www2.gtz.de/desert/english/index.html

Drinking water, Switzerland
http://www.trinkwasser.ch/
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Experimentier-Werkstatt Wien, Wasser
http://www.experimentier.com/wasser.html

EvB, article on bottled water
http://www.evb.ch/index.cfm?page_id=2327&archive=none

Forum drinking water
http://www.forum-trinkwasser.de/

Grundschule Friedrichsfehn, journey of a water drop
http://www.grundschule-friedrichsfehn.de/projekte/wassertropfen/

Helvetas, Switzerland
http://www.helvetas.ch/

Innovations Report, reducing trachoma infections in Kenya
http://www.innovations-report.de/html/berichte/medizin_gesundheit/
bericht-13814.html

Institut Fresenius, water bible
http://www.fresenius.com/verbraucherinformationen/
verbraucherinformation/verbraucherhinweise_zum_nachschlagen/
kleine_wasserbibel_7974.shtml

International Year of Fresh Water 2003
http://www.wateryear2003.org/

Kindergeschichtenseite, journey of a water drop
http://www.kindergeschichtenseite.de/regen.html

Lebensministerium Austria, Water
http://wasser.lebensministerium.at/
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Leonardo di Caprio, ‘water planet’ - film with the topic of water
http://www.leonardodicaprio.com/

Menschenrecht Wasser, Information to water as a human right
http://www.menschen-recht-wasser.de/

Misereor, Information about the global water crisis
http://www.misereor.de/index.php?id=5486

Natürlich Mineralwasser
http://www.mineralwasser.com/

Nordwater
http://www.nordwater.fi/
Pege, sea water desalination
http://www.pege.org/clearwater/index.htm

Rotary Verlags GmbH, drinking water with solar energy
http://www.rotarier.de/de/magazin/0403/img/0403_Flaschen.pdf

Trinkwasser.de and Wasser.de, The official page for water supply
http://www.trinkwasser.de/
http://www.wasser.de/

UNESCO
http://www.unesco.org/water/

UNICEF
http://www.unicef.de/
http://www.unicef.org/
http://www.unicef.org/voy/explore/wes/explore_1818.html

University Bremen, Wasser-Wissen
http://www.wasser-wissen.de/
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University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, Water is Life
http://academic.evergreen.edu/g/grossmaz/WATER/

USGS, Water Resources of the United States
http://water.usgs.gov/
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/

Vereinigung Deutscher Gewässerschutz e.V.
http://www.vdg-online.de/

VistaVerde, article on the global water crisis
http://www.vistaverde.de/news/Wissenschaft/0208/26_wasser.htm

Volvic
http://www.volvic.co.uk/
http://www.volvic.de/
http://wasser-ist-leben.volvic.de/

Wasser Berlin 2006
www.wasser-berlin.de/

Wasserverband Peine, journey of a water drop
http://www.wasserverband.de/html/geschichte_2.html

Wasserwirtschaftsamt Ansbach, journey of a water drop
http://www.wwa-an.bayern.de/html,1277.html

Water agenda
http://www.wasser-agenda.de/

Water crystals, the hidden messages in water
http://www.whatthebleep.com/crystals/
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Water Economy in Bavaria
www.wasser.bayern.de

Water for Life, 2005-2015, International Decade for Action
http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/

Water information
http://www.wasserinformationen.de/

Water Symposium, Switzerland
http://www.wasser-symposium.ch/

Water Treaty
http://www.watertreaty.org/

Welt am Sonntag, Articles on problems about water
http://www.wams.de/data/2005/02/27/545108.html

Wikipedia
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wasser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water

Willy Wassertropfen
http://www.bessere-umwelt.de/willy.html

World Health Organization (WHO)
http://www.who.int/
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/en/
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/diseases/en/
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/resources/en/

World Resources Institutes, Earth Trends
http://earthtrends.wri.org/features/view_feature.php?theme=2&fid=17
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Zeit.de, article about water
http://www.zeit.de/2003/49/N-Wasser

1.3. Animations, films, DVDs

Aardman Collection, Aardman
Chicken Run, Aardman, 2001
La Linea, series directed by Osvaldo Cavandoli, 1972
Tim Burton’s the Nightmare before Christmas, Henry Selick, 1998
Wallace & Gromit, Aardman, 2001
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Hans Christian Andersen: Vandrabben/The drop of water

Of course you know what is meant by a magnifying glass - one of those
round spectacle-glasses that make everything look a hundred times
bigger than it is? When any one takes one of these and holds it to his
eye, and looks at a drop of water from the pond yonder, he sees above
a thousand wonderful creatures that are otherwise never discerned in
the water. But there they are, and it is no delusion. It almost looks like a
great plateful of spiders jumping about in a crowd.
And how fierce they are! They tear off each other’s legs. and arms
and bodies, before and behind; and yet they are merry and joyful in
their way. Now, there once was an old man whom all the people called
Kribble-Krabble, for that was his name. He always wanted the best of
everything, and when he could not manage it otherwise, he did it by
magic.
There he sat one day, and held his magnifying-glass to his eye, and
looked at a drop of water that had been taken out of a puddle by the
ditch. But what a kribbling and krabbling was there! All the thousands
of little creatures hopped and sprang and tugged at one another, and
ate each other up. “That is horrible!” said old Kribble-Krabble. “Can one
not persuade them to live in peace and quietness, so that each one may
mind his own business?” And he thought it over and over, but it would
not do, and so he had recourse to magic.
“I must give them color, that they may be seen more plainly,” said he;
and he poured something like a little drop of red wine into the drop of
water, but it was witches’ blood from the lobes of the ear, the finest kind,
at ninepence a drop. And now the wonderful little creatures were pink all
over. It looked like a whole town of naked wild men.
“What have you there?” asked another old magician, who had no
name- and that was the best thing about him. “Yes, if you can guess what
it is,” said Kribble-Krabble, “I’ll make you a present of it.” But it is not so
easy to find out if one does not know. And the magician who had no
name looked through the magnifying-glass. It looked really like a great
town reflected there, in which all the people were running about without
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clothes. It was terrible! But it was still more terrible to see how one beat
and pushed the other, and bit and hacked, and tugged and mauled him.
Those at the top were being pulled down, and those at the bottom were
struggling upwards. “Look! look! his leg is longer than mine! Bah! Away
with it! There is one who has a little bruise. It hurts him, but it shall hurt
him still more.” And they hacked away at him, and they pulled at him,
and ate him up, because of the little bruise. And there was one sitting as
still as any little maiden, and wishing only for peace and quietness. But
now she had to come out, and they tugged at her, and pulled her about,
and ate her up. “That’s funny!” said the magician.
“Yes; but what do you think it is?” said Kribble-Krabble.
“Can you find that out?” “Why, one can see that easily enough,” said
the other. “That’s Copenhagen, or some other great city, for they’re
all alike. It’s a great city!” “It’s a drop of puddle water!” said KribbleKrabble.
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I confirm that I created the project independently with no different help
or sources than the indicated ones.

Hiermit bestätige ich, dass ich die Arbeit selbstständig verfasst und keine
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